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ABSTRACT

Email or Electronic mail is been widely used to exchange messages between people. Electronic mail or an Email can be personal, commercial, business related messages. These messages can be used to determine association between mail holders. A report or summary can be made by retrieving mails and grouping them to get a count of total mails that has been exchanged from a particular mail id. This will help to find out an association between the two contacts and reduces the burden of reading and going through each and every mail which is being send or received. The generated report is useful in means of cyber forensics and in means of data mining, where emails are studied to find out a person, company or an organization with whom the user has been communicating using emails and how many times they have exchanged emails. Proposed system generates a report on number of mail's being exchanged with different user and provides a graphical representation of the same. In addition, to the above feature, an advanced features is added in the system which helps to monitor the workers or group members and gets feedback on progress of work assigned to them by using emails.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Email has become a common mean of communication. People widely use email to share personal official and even commercial messages. Over the period of time email has become a convenient way for exchanging messages and for communication. An average person has hundreds or thousands of mail’s on his or her email account, the number of mail’s increase exponentially if we talk about mail id of a company or organization. Situation may occur in which there maybe need of finding email contacts which have been communicating with an email id belonging to a person or even company. These instances can be from the frame of cyber forensics, in which email id of a convict or a victim is to be monitored or these instances can be frame of data mining of a company wanting to monitor email datasets of its own or other company.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS

This paper presents the Foxmail client system which extracts the information from email evidence file by using MD5 hash algorithm[1]. Email forensic analysis is recently developed software by using machine learning techniques with social networking techniques which helps to detect email related crimes[2]. Further for email collection classification keyword search technique i.e. Knuth Morris Pratt (KMP) algorithm is used and forensic results are visualized using related layout techniques such as radial tree layout and spring force layout for better understandings [3]. For the confidentiality of an information, here encryption and decryption of the information is stated by using standardized algorithm called Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [4]. E-mail communication and how an E-mail can become digital evidence for forensic investigators is given here. Statistical analysis is used for graphical representation. This will further be further used for forensic analysis. And for the classification decision tree classifier J48 is used[5].

3. Proposed System

3.1 Project Idea

The proposed system retrieves sender mail id, email subject, body and other information. Arranges them according to time and shows association between contacts which includes total number of mails sent or received from a particular mail address or user name. This association is shown in form of report as well as it is represented graphically for better documentation and understanding. The proposed system also has an extra feature of email client in which important mails can be monitored by the sender and receiver can update the progress of that mail to the sender without composing a new mail.

3.2 Proposed Architecture

The system proposed in this paper provides a summary or a report showing all email ids or username with which a particular email account has interacted. Report also shows number of mails exchanged with interacted mail accounts. Another important feature of proposed system is to make monitoring of assigned work easy. If a group leader sends an important mail to his group members and want the mail to be processed within a period of time, then this important mail will reside on the top of inbox until the time period assigned by the group in-charge expires. Group members can also mark percentage of task completed which would be visible to group in-charge.
4. Result

4.1 Conclusion and Future Scope

The proposed system would display the association between email contacts. This information is important by means of both cyber forensic and email data mining, the proposed system uses open sources software and can be installed on computers with low configuration, which makes the system more feasible. Proposed system also provides a feature of email client which would help users to monitor important mails send to colleagues, and progress on these important mail can be seen to by the user once updated by his or her colleague which reduces the effort of composing a new mail for sending updates to user. System can be made feasible and efficient if we are able to trace and count those emails which are deleted from server’s mail account and making application of the proposed system which would not be limited to desktop and can be used in multiple machine any time any where can provide a bright future to cyber forensics and email data mining.
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